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From: E Jones 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:41 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: smart meters

I am writing this email to beg you for fairness in regard to smart meters and the monthly fee to retain my old 
meter.  I have a progressive disability and I am frightened of the emissions.  I live in an older home built in 
1960 with the meter positioned on the outside of my bedroom wall less than a meter from my bed and in a 
carport where my grandchildren play all the time.   I spend a great deal of time in my bedroom and make every 
effort to limit my exposure.   
I have asked and asked hydro to work with me to come up with a solution so that the meter is not so close to 
myself or my grandchildren.  They will only allow me to deal with their trained?? pr staff.  They cannot provide 
me with any studies of the meters effect on people with compromised neurological systems or the effect on 
children.   
You have allowed hydro to make a decision to change an operating system and even worse given them the 
financial right to bully people into allowing the meters.   I suspect like myself some of the people are on 
disability pensions and will be forced to submit to punitive charges designed to punish those who do not want 
the meters or submit to the bully tactics.   For 40 years I have paid hydro every two months with my meter read 
every two months but now your commission allowed them to charge a fee based on a monthly reading.  I have 
no power in this situation and you are my only advocate for fairness.  The stress this issue has caused me is 
punishment enough.  I am trying to be the best i can be and protect my health.  It has been suggested to me I 
move from one of the few rancher homes in my area or that it is not of any interest to hydro where my meter is 
located and is solely my problem and I should hire a contractor but I had hoped hydro would help me in this.  
They have hired many in the last two years.  I have offered to offset their costs with a payment plan and was 
willing to meet with anyone with the expertise to give me advice in changing where my meter is.   
I am sure there are other solutions such as metering where the electricity enters my home on the roof or 
something else but they refuse to help me.   They are a service company with the guaranteed right of monopoly 
and unlimited resources to barrage me and now charge me a very large fee every month for literaly seconds of 
work on their part.  Perhaps students could be hired.   I am sure this problem of a few holdouts will be self 
limiting particularly considering the health of some of the people refusing meters.  If you had parkinsons or a 
child with brain cancer or many of the other concerns of those refusing this technology, you may perhaps have 
a more understanding attitude.  BC has turned their back on the health concerns of many people by dismissing 
the harmful effects but they can't prove to me that people already ill can afford the lattitude than healthy people 
may have or that children playing beside the meters are safe.  We certainly dont encourage small children to 
talk on cell phones and there is even concern regarding baby moniters in their rooms.   
BC Hydro should make every effort to enable people to have the meters in a way acceptable to those who have 
refused not charge $100 to those who change and allow a meter.  Please consider the information I have 
provided and make  a decision that will allow me to retain my old meter without being charged such an 
outrageous fee every month or have my power disconnected.   
Sincerely,  Shirley Jones 
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